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Department of Consumer & Business Services

Our office provides free confidential assistance to businesses that have questions about
workers' compensation insurance. We provide information about whether you need
workers’ compensation insurance, how to buy it, and how much it may cost. Workers’
compensation is a complex system and we can help you navigate the process.
Common questions we receive are: Why is the premium so high? What is a
classification? What is an experience modification? Our office can explain the terms
and help you make sure you are paying the right premium amount. We have assisted
thousands of Oregon-based businesses with issues relating to audits, classifications,
experience modifications, coverage, market availability, claims, laws, and rules.

To learn more about workers’ compensation insurance, explore our website:

oregon.gov/DCBS/SBO

For more information, please contact our office at (503) 378-4209.

Small Business Ombudsman: What We Do

www.dcbs.oregon.gov

ON SALE  NOW

Be sure to spread the word!

 Families can plan their next Getaway to Hawaii or another fun destination.

Hawaii will now offer a beverage package!!! So exciting!!
PLEASE review the Full Terms & Conditions - valid for new reservations only.

Call today to take advantage of this offer!

www.allaboutyoutravelunlimited.com
1240 US Hwy 1, Ste. 6 Rockledge, FL  

Choose up to 6 offers

 New offer includes Hawaii, Bahamas/Cuba. 

All ships feature Pick 1, 3, 6 Free Offers

Number of Free Offers (All Ships) 
based on category selected:

• Inside/Studio – choose 1 offers

• Oceanview/Balcony/Mini-Suite – choose 3 offers

• Suite/Concierge/Haven – choose 6 offers

1. Unlimited Beverage Package

2. Shore Excursion Credit

3. Specialty Dining

4. Free Wifi

5. Friends and Family Free

6. Free/Reduced Airfare

NORWEGIAN’s revamped promotion: 
NCL Free at Sea now includes 
ALL Ships – All Destinations!!

Fare is cruise only, per person, based on double occupancy. Guests who cancel and rebook must accept this promotion's Terms and Conditions. Government taxes, fees and port expenses, and discretionary onboard service charges are addition-
al. Offers are based on availability, are capacity controlled, and combinability with other offers is subject to change or cancellation at any time per Norwegian Cruise Line's discretion. Other restrictions may apply. IMPORTANT NOTICE: NCL 
reserves the right to charge a fuel supplement without prior notice should the closing price of West Texas Intermediate Fuel increase above $65 per barrel on the NYMEX (New York Mercantile Exchange Index). In the event a fuel supplement 
is charged, NCL will have sole discretion to apply the supplementary charge to both existing and new bookings, regardless of whether such bookings have been paid in full. Such supplementary charges are not included in the cruise fare. The 
fuel supplement charge will not exceed $10.00 per passenger per day. Norwegian is not responsible for typographical errors or omissions. ©2016 NCL Corporation LTD. Ships' Registry: Bahamas and United States of America.

321-631-8080
To take advantage of this offer,

contact Rebecca:
Tel.: (503) 372-9176

E-mail: rgaerlan@comcast.net

Wrapping up the holidays in an eco-friendly way
By Kim Cook

The Associated Press

F
or many of us, wrapping gifts is even more fun

than giving them. But each year, we throw away

miles and miles of wrapping paper, much of which

can’t be recycled because of inks, coatings, or other

additives.

If you want to make a gift to the environment at the

same time you’re giving to others, choose any of a variety

of smart, stylish, and eco-friendly ways to gift-wrap this

year.

To really get on the eco express, wrap gifts in vintage

road maps, pages from old books, newspaper comics,

foreign language newspapers, kids’ drawings, or brown

paper bags. Clean and reuse tins, bottles, or packaging

from favorite stores. Or borrow the Japanese tradition of

furoshiki, wrapping gifts in fabric by using scarves, thin

blankets, tea towels, or other eye-catching pieces of

material.

But there’s also a growing number of eco-friendly

papers out there.

Sara Smith of Maui, Hawai‘i, founded the company

Wrappily in an effort to “green-up giving.”

“After learning that gift wrap generates over 4 million

tons of trash every year, I had a ‘what-if’ realization: What

if wrapping paper could be printed on a newspaper press,

so it was made locally and easy to recycle?” she said. She

set up her supply chain, milling, printing, and packaging

in Washington state.

“I’m certain no one has over-thought wrapping paper to

the extent I have,” she laughs.

She promotes indie artists and prints the designs on

uncoated, 100-percent recyclable and compostable

newsprint. Wrappily offers customized papers as well as

ready-to-ship, printed ones. For example, there are birch

tree, reindeer, and argyle-knit motifs by artist Nadia

Hassan of Greensboro, North Carolina, and festive,

midcentury-modern geometrics from Manhattan studio

Hour of Nine. There’s a modern take on Scandinavian folk

art from Dutch designer Tamara Houtveen in a zingy

palette of pinks, reds, blues, and citron.

At The Container Store, designs this season include a

tailored antler print in warm navy and tan hues; a retro

Rudolph pattern; and a cozy snowflake pattern on a gray,

cable-knit printed background — all printed either on

recycled paper or recycled cotton.

Paper Source partners with mills and printers that

follow sustainability practices. The company also

recycles, donates, or reuses all its scrap paper.

At Grandin Road, there’s a black-and-tan or red-and-

gold geometric print on paper that’s made from the bark of

the Lokta bush in Nepal. Sales help support a women’s

co-op in a region of that country that was ravaged by a

2015 earthquake.

Bloomin, a Colorado company, offers seed paper: richly

colored sheets made from recycled paper pulp embedded

with flower, vegetable, herb, grass, and tree seeds. You
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GREENING-UP GIVING. Paper by Wrappily (pictured) is printed

on underutilized newspaper presses in Washington state. Founder Sara

Smith says “At its core, gifting is based on thoughtfulness, but for many,

ending a gift exchange by sending a pile of trash to a landfill dampens

the joy. Wrappily offers a solution that is thoughtfully made, environmen-

tally responsible, and 100-percent recyclable/compostable.” (Kirsty

Copperfield/Wrappily via AP)

Continued on page 12

Give blood.

To schedule a blood donation 
call 1-800-GIVE-LIFE 
or visit HelpSaveALife.org.

Wondering what’s going on the rest of the month?

Check out The Asian Reporter’s event calendars, on pages 10 and 13.


